Llamas and Alpacas
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
We have been grazing a mixed flock of north country cheviots and hebridean sheep on
the southern Malvern Hills for just over two years now. The Malverns are open common
land with approximately 1.25 million visitors a year.
Worrying by dogs has always been a constant problem, but it has now reached the
stage where the stockman is considering that grazing under the current conditions is not
feasible for health and welfare reasons (3 ewes killed in the last week). I do not want to
throw in the towel just yet and am therefore looking at means of protecting the flock.
Llamas have been used successfully on enclosed farmland to protect flocks from
carnivores (foxes and dogs mainly), but they have not been tried and tested on common
land with high visitor pressure as far as I am aware.
If anyone has any knowledge of using llamas for flock protection or knows a source I
could be directed to it would be greatly appeciated.
David Whitehorne
Conservation Officer
David,
Staunton Country Park used a Llama to protect their Hampshire Down flock from dogs a
couple of years ago, which worked a treat. However, it was on enclosed land around the
farm. I am not certain, but you may need to check the regulations regarding Llamas with
regard to keeping them on land with public access. I thought that they were classified
differently to domestic stock. However, it appears that domestic llamas have been
removed from the Dangerous Wild Animals list, so I can't see a problem:
http://www.fareham.gov.uk/council/departments/healthcommunity/dwildan.asp
Have a look at the following for further info on using llamas as stock guardians:
http://www.llamas.co.uk/livestockguards.htm
Damian.
Damian Offer.
Grazing Project Officer
Environment Department
Hampshire County Council
The Castle, Winchester, Hampshire, SO23 8UD.
Tel. 01962 846 521 Mob. 07867 908 920 Fax. 01962 846 776

Does anyone know anything about llamas. What do they Eat? how hardy are they? Do
you have to clip them?
Caroline FitzGerald

Weald Heathland Initiative
The Institute of Grassland and Environmental Research at Aberystwyth had some years
ago and may be able to help you
Have a word with Mike Hayes---- mike.hayes@bbsrc.ac.uk
Best Wishes
John Wildig
ADAS Pwllpeiran

Llamas...have you thought about donkeys...i remeber reading they could be good at
defending sheep...any recollections?
Graham bellamy
Beds. Wildlife Trust

Graham Donkeys can certainly be used. Both llama and donkey guard animals featured the
other day on the telly, in a programme about coyotes. Both chased off a (tame?) coyote
very enthusiastically.
I wonder though if donkeys on a public site might get over-tame too easily?
I have also read that over-tame entire male llamas can be dangerous -- don't know about
"wethers" and females. Very expensive to lose, too.
In some places dogs are used as guard animals -- castrated males, reared with the
sheep. I think these have to be limited to private sites. Apparently one dog can guard
against a whole wolf pack -- psychologically both guard and attackers think of the sheep
as the guard's "pack" and feel that the defender has the advantage. (Doesn't Darwin
mention them in the Voyage of the Beagle, in Patagonia?)
Richard

I am increasingly being asked about the suitability of alpacas and other llama type
beasts for nature conservation grazing in the south west peak and wondered if you can
provide any information.
The type of swards in question tend to be rush pastures that vary from relatively dry J.
effusus dominated swards to M23/M6. Do you have any info regarding grazing habit,
livestock unit values, any associated problems etc.
Many thanks for your help.
Sara

Sara
I regret I am not aware of much information on this topic. I have a paper list with a few
references to diet selection by guanacos (Lama guanicoe) in the uplands which I will put
in the internal post.
Looking at these studies, it would seem camelids may have some potential as
conservation grazers although the diet selection studies indicated that guanacoes were
quite selective e.g. they had a tendency to select for grasses (but not Nardus !), avoided
Calluna but would take sedges and rushes. Clearly, it is difficult to extrapolate from this
work more widely and their grazing behaviour would depend on the vegetation
composition and its structure and pattern and stocking rates etc.
I have copied John Bacon into this as it is possible the GAP project may have more
information? There is a British Camelid Association which has a web site
www.llama.co.uk - this has some basic information about camelids but nothing on their
grazing ecology!! Might be worth making contact with the association though just in
case?
I hope this helps as a starter!
Richard Jefferson

Tony
I have an owner on a SSSI that is interested in alpaca. They only have about 2ha of acid
grassland that needs grazing and I am happy to allow 7 sheep all year. Can you answer
any of teh following questions for me?
What is the lifestock unit equivalent of an alpaca?
Are they suitable for use on acid grassland with a damp rushy area?
Do they get on with sheep?
Do they jump walls?
Will they be happy in our upland environment?
thanks
Felicité Dodd
Conservation Officer South and West Yorkshire
English Nature

Felicite
You're in luck! Couldn't have answered any of the questions at first but got a lead from
my local paper at the weekend as there are going to be some alpacas at Dunster Show,
which I by chance I am planning to go to on Friday.
Their website - is http://www.alpaca-uk.co.uk/
and from this I found the British Alpaca Society site at -

http://www.bas-uk.com/ See Alpaca Facts on this.

•
•

I have gleaned the following from a quick look at the two sites Livestock Units - no information on this but the recommended number is 4/5
per acre.
Fencing - standard 4 foot high fence appears to be adequate.
There's other information which will go some way to answering your other questions.
I'm copying this to colleagues in the Grazing Animals Project in case they have
knowlege of alpacas on other SSSIs.
I'll let you know if I learn any more from my visit to Dunster Show!
Tony
Tony Robinson
Land Management Officer
English Nature

There was a picture with this before which is guaranteed to foul up the system. Sorry
News
Don't be a-llama'd! Source: FWi 02 July 2004
By Farmers Weekly staff
CAROL McGUIRE, a farmer from Banchory, uses llamas to guard her sheep and says it
works brilliantly, The Times reports.
Mrs McGuire told the paper that since switching from sheepdogs to llamas she had not
lost any sheep.
"Getting in llamas was the best thing I've ever done. The sheepdogs kept getting injured,
and they didn't bond with my sheep at all," she said.
"The llamas work because they think of the sheep as one of their own herd. They take
extra special care of them. If any strange dog or fox comes near they give them a hefty
kick. They're pretty tough," Mrs McGuire told The Times.
Jane Brown, from the British Camelids Association, said: "Llamas will make excellent
guards for cattle. But it's a lonely job.
"They are social animals and don't like being left on their own so people should buy two
or three at a time."

